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1. Het feit dat er in Nederland zo weinig aandacht bestaat voor de sociaalculturele achtergrond van het gezinsbedrijf, hangt voor een belangrijk
deel samen met de ideologische verwerping en/of ontkenning van de
vermenging van de prive-sfeer met marktproduktie.
2. Definiering van het begrip 'gezinsbedrijf op grond van uiterlijke
kenmerken is zinloos. 'Gezinsbedrijf verwijst naar een handelingscontext, waarin het handelen in meerdere of mindere mate wordt gestructureerd door opvattingen over gezin en verwantschap.
3. De veronderstelling - zoals geuit door o.m. Saal en Kooy - dat het
'traditionele' huwelijks- en gezinsleven gebaseerd waren op koele
berekening en andere zakelijke overwegingen, is eenzijdig materialistisch en ziet over het hoofd dat affectieve bindingen een meeromvattende culturele inhoud hebben dan alleen maar romantische liefde en
koestering.
4. Welslagen in de agrarische sector vereist meer dan het goed beheersen
van bedrijfstechnische en marktkundige processen. Een wezenlijk
onderdeel van goed 'vakmanschap' is de sociale vaardigheid, nodig
voor het in stand houden van het 'culturele kapitaal.'
5. De agrarische sector wordt over het algemeen voorgesteld als zijnde
onderhevig aan een permanente revolutie. Ondanks intense overheidsregulering en technologische en economische modernisering vertoont
de boerenbevolking echter toch een grote mate van culturele continuiteit.
6. Bij de analyse van regionale ontwikkelingspatronen in Europa moet
meer aandacht besteed worden aan de sociaal-culturele eigenaardigheden
van de agrarische bevolking.

7. De verscheidenheid van de rurale sociologie in Europa is een gevolg
van de verstrengeling met de politieke cultuur en de landbouw- en
plattelandsproblematiek binnenuiteenlopende nationale contexten.
8. De na-oorlogse Nederlandse 'nieuwbouw-wijk' symboliseert een
fundamentele tweeslachtigheid in het denken over stad en platteland
en de daarmee verbonden identiteiten.
9. Ondanks de enorme explosie in de geautomatiseerde informatieverwerking en -verschaffing, is het peil van wetenschappelijke publikaties
er qua lay-out en taalgebruik en in inhoudelijk opzicht niet op vooruit gegaan.
10. Wat in de tuin- en binnenhuisarchitectuur wel wordt aangeduid als
de country-style
is een van de vele tijdloze variaties op de rurale idylle.
11. Wanneer in Nederland wordt gesproken over culturele verschillen,
wordt daarbij ten onrechte alleen gedacht aan etnische groeperingen.
De verschillen tussen mensen van Nederlandse afkomst zijn echter
minstens zo groot als die welke langs etnische lijnen lopen. De
aspiraties om deze cultuurverschillen te overbruggen zijn vrijwel nihil.
12. Wat ooit begon als 'new journalism,' 'history from below' en 'anthropology at home' lijkt in de Nederlandse media en sociale wetenschappen tegenwoordig soms op het verzamelen van objecten voor een
rariteitenkabinet.
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Preface

F

I have been intrigued by the mysteries of
family and property. Stemming from large, ancient farm families—on
both mother's and father's sides—I sensed the anxiety caused by death,
inheritance, and property. Without being topics for conversation, the selfimposed disruptive effects of material interests on family relations were
bitterly exposed during family reunions. This book originates partly in
such personal experiences.
Equally important was my time as a student in anthropology at the
University of Amsterdam, during the 1970s. Since I could not become a
sailor, I needed another way to explore the unknown. In contrast to
many anthropology students, who basically learn how to translate the
exotic into a familiar scientific idiom, I became acquainted with the then
nascent anthropology of Europe and the problem of how to make the
familiar look exotic, and to use comparative theory in studying culture
'at home.' I was very much inspired by the work of such anthropologists
as Eric Wolf, John Cole, Alan MacFarlane, John Davis and in particular
by the historian Eugene Weber. Jojada Verrips, in a complicated way, initiated me into the fields of historical anthropology and folklore, while my
years with Leo Noordegraaf in the Department of Social and Economic
History at the University of Amsterdam opened my eyes to the crafts of
doing historical research.
Anthropological fieldwork in France in the late 1970s gave me my
first experience of observing everyday rural life in a small village. I was
ROM EARLY CHILDHOOD
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lucky to meet Agnès Allin and the late Abbé Paul Boisson, who taught
me the force of tradition. I will never forget the colorful life of the people of 'La Bonninière.' I developed a sympathy for rural studies, not because I was especially moved by political or economic problems, or because of any adherence to a rural myth—but only because of the great local characters who initiated me into their fascinating world.
I am greatly indebted to the Department of Sociology at the University of Wageningen. I joined the Department as a junior lecturer in the
early 1980s. As a complete outsider, I suddenly found myself next to the
room of the retired—but still active—Professor Hofstee. Although he only sporadically spoke to me, I felt the presence of the history of rural
sociology and became intuitively convinced that the history of scientific
discourse should be part of theoretical and empirical research. The Department of Sociology gave me complete freedom in developing my own
research interests. Although I sometimes felt conscience-stricken by so
much academic freedom, I could not have worked in any other way, retrospectively. Professor Ad Nooij, in particular, has shown much patience
with my slow progress. His confidence and tolerance, and sharp comments on earlier drafts, were of vital importance for finishing this book.
At a later stage, Professor Jan Douwe van der Ploeg reassured me that it
was worthwhile continuing. My colleagues of the Department of Sociology—although with other research interests—provided the necessary academic climate. Although I never plunged into the theoretical perspectives
they promoted, discussions with them certainly led me to consider cultural repertoires and to adopt on an actor-oriented approach.
Most of my research took place in the Archives of the Land Register
Records in Zwolle. I was allowed free access to all records, for which I
gratefully acknowledge the Ministry of Housing, Planning and the Environment, and the staff at the archives. Many farmers from Geesteren were
prepared to speak with me about their family histories. They will not
find much of what they said in this book, but the interviews were indispensable to my reconstruction of cultural reality. Living people were
always in my mind when writing the text.
This is not the book I intended to write initially. On the one hand,
I would have liked to write a much more ethnographic account. Reading
Michael Mayerfeld Bell's book Childerley
(Chicago 1994), confronted me
with a standard of writing that I would really like to achieve. On the
other hand, I would have liked to give much more theoretical depth. I
have only superficially linked my account to the vast domain of kinship
and cultural studies—a task that still needs much more effort. Despite
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these shortcomings, I hope I have been able to demonstrate the meaningfulness of a cultural account of family farming. My greatest debt is to
Alice Barthez, whose work has inspired me throughout writing this book.
Her encouragement in Dijon in 1992 was really important. Sonya Salamon and George Augustins have equally left their irrefutable marks on
the character of my writing.
Closer to home, I wish to express my deepest gratitude to Mary Bouquet. Although her own academic interests are far removed from mine,
she has read and commented on the whole manuscript. She made me rethink almost every single line I had written. I followed many of her
suggestions, but stubbornly ignored her advise just as often. Mary Bouquet also polished and corrected my use of English. She did much more
than I expected, and made me realize how difficult it is for a non-native
speaker to write reasonable English. She is not, of course, responsible for
any errors, nor for the occasional 'Dunglish' phrase and construction that
remains. This book bears the unmistakable marks of a Dutchman writing
in English.
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property and inheritance among family
farmers in Europe may seem trivial at a time when academic debates on agriculture and rural society are increasingly focused on the
internationalization of the economy and regulatory policy making, and
environmental problems dominate the political agenda. What is the relevance of a study that portrays farm families as culturally obsessed by land
when the very existence of agriculture is threatened in some regions, and
the concept of postagricultural society has gained general currency?
Hasn't land been stripped of all meaning apart from its commodity value
and as an item of public interest? Recent developments in eastern and
central European rural societies have clearly shown that local traditions,
identities and religious beliefs survived in an astonishing way, despite the
long hegemony of socialist ideas and ideologies (see Hann 1993). Similarly, the reality of rural cultural diversity cannot be dismissed in modern
capitalist society (Salamon 1992; Barlett 1993; Rogers 1991). It is true that
new regulatory mechanisms are eroding property rights, and that ideas
about how the character of land use should develop during the coming
decades are increasingly politically concluded. Nevertheless, small networks of farm families still control access to farmland, and the viability
of land-use policy programs therefore depends on the extent to which
these conform with local cultural practices.
The predicaments of modern industrial agriculture and the countryside
are not, however, of direct concern in this book. Family farm reproducRITING ABOUT KINSHIP,
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tion, people's attitudes to land and kinship, and how these correlate with
general cultural beliefs and political-economic mechanisms, are central to
my analysis. I do not examine this domestic domain of farming in order
to provide a background to understand 'other' behavioral complexes, such
as economic performance, household relations or farm structure. Instead,
I will demonstrate that the system of beliefs and practices concerning
inheritance and succession has important consequences for nearly every
imaginable aspect of farm families' existence (Goody 1976b; Cole and
Wolf 1974), although the weight of certain structural elements may vary,
and economic constraints may impinge upon the domestic domain.
The importance of the issues studied can be summarized in two related
points. First, property and property relations are very important in societies where independent small producers control access to land. The reproduction of property rights has important consequences for farm structure,
the mobility of the rural population and the character of the rural economy in general. By focusing on some key empirical variables, a whole
range of associated phenomena are disclosed, and can be meaningfully
contextualized. This general assumption is valid—as I hope to show in
this book—throughout past and present Europe. Whether the subject of
study is pluriactivity, the position of women and young people, the commoditization process, or the transformation to ecologically friendly agriculture: the relation to land, in both social and cultural terms, is fundamental for understanding local and family dynamics. My aim is to explore
the intricacies of what may be called a 'total social fact.'
Second, inheritance and succession used as a 'window' (see Salamon
1992) to look at farm families, bring issues of wider sociological relevance
into focus. The empirical frame of reference—farm families—is used in
this respect as a pretext for dealing with wider issues of social theory.
Focusing on the micro dimensions of property, kinship and inheritance
may raise some essential problems concerning the interaction between culture and economy, both at the local and general levels. Furthermore, confronting local people's discourse on cultural and economic change with
academic, political and other discourses, allows the merits of different
types of data to be assessed. My theoretical ambitions are, however, modest. Although the general theme potentially covers a broad range of social
science perspectives, I will limit myself to concepts and theories developed
within the empirical realm of family farming. Consequently, the insights
I draw from an assessment of previous and my own research will only be
projected and extended beyond this empirical domain to a limited extend.
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Outline of the book
The structure of this book is complex, encompassing several related arguments and approaches. The central theme is the significance of cultural
values pertaining to land and the family, and how these structure the
(non)reproduction of family farming over time, within a changing cultural
and economic environment. The main empirical questions are whether
family and kinship values are gradually becoming marginally significant
for farming and resource management; or whether farm families still
mobilize a variety of family values to legitimate and structure their behavior. This theme is explored from a variety of overlapping angles, levels of
abstraction and academic and/or public debates.
The unity of the book derives not only from the centrality of an empirical subject. The focus on theoretical issues and interpretation is equally important. If family values are losing ground, then how can this be explained? Is it—as is often argued—a logical counterpart of modernization
and rationalization? If, on the other hand, the transfer of land, enterprise
strategies, and so on are governed by family values, are these then based
on 'traditional'values, new values, or externally imposed by the necessities of the wider political and economic context?
Obviously, the concept of 'structuration' is very important here. This
concept focuses on the underlying principles that govern people's behavior and give substance to their interpersonal relationships. The 'actor'
concept is also important, directing attention to the (uncapacity of individuals and collectivities to structure their lives according to their own
principles and goals. Actors are sometimes faced with contrasting structural principles, epitomized in conflicting interests and strategies. My focus
is on actors with formal or culturally constructed links with farmland and
the farm labor process. Hence, the micro level of the farm family is central. The meanings of land and farming are locally constructed and negotiated at this level. This happens within the wider context from which
farming and farmland partly derive their economic, legal and financial
significance. Families are, moreover, embedded in a local society and culture, and actively participate in a wider national, sometimes global culture. The general economic and political environment of farming apparently constrains people's possibilities to realize their social and economic
projects. On the other hand, cultural attitudes may have changed to such
an extent that opportunities are sought beyond farming. The industrial
welfare state has generated novel cultural cleavages, legitimating and creat-
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ing new possibilities for individual achievement and strategies for conflict
management.
Against the background of homogenizing and diversifying trends, it
seems plausible to examine micro-level processes among farm families. It
can be argued that farm families appear to be trapped between contradictory trends, which endanger the very continuity of family-based agricultural production. My theoretical contribution will exactly center on 'contrasting images.' Farm and family, economic constraints and cultural
autonomy, political economy and moral economy, commodities and patrimonies will be recurrent concepts for both empirical and theoretical
analysis of the predicament of contemporary farm families.
Although it is generally acknowledged that the family farm is the
dominant form of agricultural production in developed market economies, views of its development and interpretations of its dynamics are
more controversial. Some observers argue that the family farm appears,
superficially, to be an independent property owning and controlling
entity, using family labor and transferring its resources within the same
family. On closer inspection, however, farm families' behavior is increasingly governed and subsumed by capitalist logic. Farmers are moreover
heavily in debt and dependent on the regulative forces of industrial capital
and the state. For some writers the logic of the family is imposed by such
capitalist exigencies, while others argue that the cultural impact of the
family has vanished altogether. Another set of authors agrees that relationships and decision making within the farm family have become increasingly depersonalized and objectified because of commoditization, but
they argue that the family has also changed, and that new links between
farm and family reflect general tendencies of individualization and emancipation. It is not simple to summarize the essence of current controversies about the character of family farming. Summary involves a form of
categorization that does not do justice to the richness of empirical and
theoretical contributions; it moreover forces certain positions into a conceptual scheme that may be far removed from their original scope and
problem.
Kinship

and

the

theory

of family

farming

In Chapter One, which is a theoretical treatise on the consequences of
commoditization on family farming, I distinguish three different views on
the interaction between the domestic domain (kinship, family, household)
and farming. Each approach places different emphasis on the autonomy
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of kinship and the determining effects of economic forces. I then go on
to pinpoint the basic theoretical issues that require further elaboration. I
will argue that the concept and the status of kinship need clarification in
order to further our understanding of family farming. Theories of simple
commodity production consider capital as the dominant factor conditioning the reproduction of family farming. The various treadmills of capitalist production relations force family farmers to adopt market-oriented
logic to guarantee the continuity of the farm enterprise. They are simultaneously constrained to keep labor and capital outside commodity circuits
as much as possible. Chapter One will try to show that this structuralist
view denies the intermediary role of living actors who bring to bear
various family and kinship constructs, which are neither imposed by nor
contradictory to capital.
Discourse

and

practice

of inheritance

and

succession

in

the

Netherlands

Chapters Two, Three and Four focus upon a specific aspect of family
farming: the intergenerational transfer of farm resources. Four related
issues appear to be relevant in examining the factors influencing inheritance and succession: local cultural attitudes toward land and the family;
local ecological and economic conditions; legal rules that exist at the
national level; and the wider cultural, political and economic environment. The central question I will deal with, is how the relative weight of
each of these factors developed over a longer historical period, with particular reference to regional diversity in the Netherlands. These three
chapters have two main aims.
First, they present empirical material based on secondary sources,
which provides the background for my case study of the eastern Netherlands presented at the end of the book. The empirical material on family
farmers in the Netherlands provides the basis for drawing some preliminary conclusions about regional diversity, the impact of a uniform law of
inheritance and changes in inheritance and succession practices under the
influence of rationalization, modernization and individualization. Although these chapters essentially deal with the same issues, the character
of the available literature imposes some difference in emphasis.
Chapter Two focuses on the legal context within which succession and
inheritance practices evolved. It also raises some theoretical questions
related to legal pluralism and contrasting normative universes. Chapter
Three concentrates on the persistence and change of 'traditional values'
with respect to household formation and inheritance in a context of com-
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mercialization and family individualization. It refers in particular to farm
households in the eastern Netherlands (Twente and Achterhoek regions).
Chapter Four is particularly concerned with the development of a 'modern succession' pattern in the context of postwar agricultural and industrial restructuring.
The second purpose of these chapters could be described as 'discourse
analysis.' Each chapter refers to a specific historical period, marked by
distinctive concerns among academics, policy makers and public opinion
makers, whose concerns did not invariably reflect the views of the farming population. Farmers only began to speak for themselves over the last
four decades, and even then via the official representatives of their organizations. Discourse analysis implies reading texts, with particular attention
to what is written, what is left out, why it is written, and to the paradigmatic, political or moral background of the texts.
Texts, often unintentionally, reflect upon the condition of society.
They may be useful as factual accounts, but also represent the consciousness of a society, or of a particular group within that society. They reveal
what is considered important, what worries people and how they envisage
solutions to certain problems. Texts are, as such, artifacts, allowing us a
glimpse of an aspect of society that is often more interesting than any
detailed empirical description. Changes in the law of inheritance at the
end of the nineteenth century, for instance, were not considered in terms
of extensive knowledge of their concrete effects, but rather in terms of
higher principles of justice and other moral considerations. Discourse
analysis reveals basic value judgments, which are so important for understanding the principles of policy making.
Each of these three chapters refers to a particular discourse. Chapter
Two, which encompasses the period around the turn of the nineteenth
century, reveals the importance of moral issues in the debate on inheritance patterns in the Netherlands. Legal scientists and public opinion
leaders were outspoken in their views on questions of personal freedom,
equality and the role of property ownership for a 'healthy' rural society.
Chapter Three, about the modernization of the family, examines a more
academic kind of debate, mainly among family sociologists and their predecessors. Views on developments in the rural family were presented
within a strict modernization paradigm, which had significant consequences for the empirical recognition of the role of the family in farming during later periods. Chapter Four describes postwar debates on the financial
and economic aspects of succession. The problem of farm succession was
phrased mainly in terms of farm efficiency and entrepreneurship then.
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Interestingly enough, successful transferal of a farm was also linked to the
moral condition of the family—reference to which young farmers themselves utterly opposed.
Cultural

responses

to constraints

on

resource

management

and

transfer

Chapter Five presents an overview of the empirical and theoretical study
of inheritance and succession. Elaborating on theoretical perspectives from
Chapter One, I will argue that cultural responses to global economic constraints structure the transfer of resources. Drawing on a wide range of
disciplines and comparative historical and contemporary material, I will
examine in particular the rise of conflicting cultural notions regarding
kinship and land, and the extent to which 'traditional' and 'modern'
beliefs favor the reproduction of viable farms. I will elaborate on these
themes by presenting different perspectives on the meaning of culture and
its relation to the practice of inheritance and succession, and assess their
usefulness in a modern economic context.
Theories of farm reproduction focus selectively on the relatively short
cycle after succession and before retirement. Resource transfers between
generations, and property relations are largely disregarded. I will try to
show in this chapter that the family character of production essentially
depends on successful long term direct control of resources. Constraints
on labor and property may demand specific family values to reproduce
farm production relations temporally—they become really fundamental
in a long-term perspective. Although the pattern of family farm reproduction is highly uniform in industrialized countries, viable units are selected
and constructed in various ways, structured by a diverse culturally specific
negotiations. Since these negotiations are set in the context of exchange
and reciprocity, theoretical attention will be drawn to different concepts
of value, and how cultural and economic changes affect them.
An excursion into the theory and practice of farm succession and inheritance demonstrates how comparative empirical research, comprising
a great variety of practices, may contribute to the development of a theoretical framework that provides both an interpretation of diversity, and
an explanation of specific cases. Enlarging the empirical horizon forces us
to realize that what may be taken for granted in one context can be highly controversial in another. My aim is to construct a theoretical model
that translates known empirical variation into abstract, general concepts.
The aim of such an heuristic model is not to provide a static determinist
chain of causality, but rather to orient research and subsequent interpreta-
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tion to relevant issues, possible relations, and, more specifically, to consider the multiple structuration of action.
The

reproduction

of

'houses'

in

the

eastern

Netherlands

Chapters Two, Three and Four provide a mixture of perspectives, which
together make up the complex of realities associated with family farming
in the Netherlands. By focussing on a central issue—the intergenerational
transfer of land—basic ideologies, both at a general and a concrete level,
are discerned. But the picture I draw is largely based on representations
by outsiders, each with their own assumptions and interests. I will restore
the balance in the last three chapters, with an account of long-term developments in inheritance and succession among a small group of families in
an eastern Dutch community.
The case study picks up the various strands developed in the previous
chapters. It elaborates on a specific historical pattern of inheritance, succession and household formation, described in the literature as impartible
inheritance and single heir succession. According to early descriptions,
this pattern characterized farm family reproduction in the eastern Netherlands until well after the Second World War. The choice of this regional
pattern for a case study is not based on any claim of representativeness.
Inheritance and succession were quite different in other parts of the country, where they have followed their own trajectories in recent decades.
My aim is rather to raise issues of general importance, going far beyond
the regional, or even the Dutch context. The empirical frame of reference
only serves to illuminate the relevance of local cultural factors in the
general process of modernization.
The choice of the eastern Netherlands is motivated by the fact that it
is reasonably well-documented, which facilitates tracing developments
over a longer period. Furthermore, inheritance patterns in the eastern
Netherlands fit into the wider European model of what is called a 'house
society.' Historians and anthropologists have studied this model extensively, but emphasis has virtually always been on descriptions of peasant societies, or at least on traditional agrarian societies. Fortified with comparative empirical and theoretical background information, the case of the
eastern Netherlands offers an excellent opportunity to study the fate of
traditional inheritance and succession patterns in a period of commercialization and agrarian restructuring.
A radically changing economic context, combined with the integration
of rural society into an urban industrial environment, provides the setting
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for studying changing meanings of land and kinship. How did farm families adapt to the changing requirements of markets and new technologies?
Were their conventional ways of transmitting land revolutionized? Which
forms of cultural capital became predominant, and to what extent did
conflicts emanating from cultural differentiation touch the lives of farm
families?
The living house
Although the type of domestic organization characterized by impartible
succession and inheritance has long been a matter of common knowledge
(Frederic Le Play's famille-souche
and Wilhelm Riehl's das game
Haus),
Lévi-Strauss was the first to introduce the notion of maison in anthropological theory. (Lévi-Strauss 1983, 1984; Lamaison 1987a). Several authors,
who have used this fundamental concept in the title of books {La
maison
du père
by Alain Collomp; L'héritier de la maison by Anne Zink, or Revolution
in the house
by Margaret Darrow), refer to the metaphorical qualities of maison. More than just a building, a dwelling place or a residential
group, maison refers to a complex form of social organization, embodied
and symbolized by a spatial and material entity. The 'house' personifies
the link between the living and the dead, between past and future generations, and gives a family an identity in time and space. No wonder that
this form of expressing the character of families is most often used among
royal and aristocratic dynasties.
Societies based on this type of lineal primary social unit can be found
throughout Europe and do not seem to be connected with specific ecological, political or ethnic boundaries. The 'classic' areas are large parts of
western- and southern Germany, east- and central Europe, the eastern
Netherlands, Ireland, central and southern France, northern Portugal and
northern Spain and Scandinavia (Todd 1990). Although sometimes identified as "genuinely European" (Chiva 1987) similar forms of domestic organization are the Ie in Japan (Fukutake 1967; Moon 1989) and the Bilek in
Borneo (Freeman 1958).
The title of the last chapter, The Living House, refers to this concept.
It wants to evoke a chain of connections between the symbolic and the
material world. While a house, or a farm may be a dead thing in itself, it
provides the location for sociability, the formation of identities and a
sense of belonging. The visible house with its belongings is invested with
meanings that outlive existing generations, who keep it alive and transfer
its spirit to those who follow them.

